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All Verb 7s- M 

MACHINE ACEHIMN to process by machine (mechanical device) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

MACKLED ACDEKLM MACKLE, to blur in printing [v] 

MACKLES ACEKLMS MACKLE, to blur in printing [v] 

MACULED ACDELMU MACULE, to mackle (to blur in printing) [v] 

MACULES ACELMSU MACULE, to mackle (to blur in printing) [v] 

MADDENS ADDEMNS MADDEN, to make or become mad [v] 

MADDING ADDGIMN MAD, to madden (to make or become mad) [v] 

MAFFICK ACFFIKM to celebrate boisterously [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MAGNIFY AFGIMNY to increase perceived size of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MAILING AGIILMN MAIL, to send by governmental postal system [v] 

MAIMING AGIIMMN MAIM, to injure so as to cause lasting damage [v] 

MAJORED ADEJMOR MAJOR, to pursue specific principal course of study [v] 

MALIGNS AGILMNS MALIGN, to speak evil of [v] 

MALLING AGILLMN MALL, to maul (to injure by beating) [v] 

MALTING AGILMNT MALT, to treat or combine with malt (germinated grain) [v] 

MAMBOED ABDEMMO MAMBO, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

MAMBOES ABEMMOS MAMBO, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

MAMMERS AEMMMRS MAMMER, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

MAMMOCK ACKMMMO to shred (to tear into small strips) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MANACLE AACELMN to handcuff (to fetter with restraining cuffs) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MANAGED AADEGMN MANAGE, to control or direct [v] 

MANAGES AAEGMNS MANAGE, to control or direct [v] 

MANDATE AADEMNT to authorize or decree [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MANGLED ADEGLMN MANGLE, to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure [v] 

MANGLES AEGLMNS MANGLE, to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure [v] 

MANNING AGIMNNN MAN, to supply with men [v] 

MANTLED ADELMNT MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MANTLES AELMNST MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MANUMIT AIMMNTU to free from slavery [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

MANURED ADEMNRU MANURE, to fertilize with manure (animal excrement) [v] 

MANURES AEMNRSU MANURE, to fertilize with manure (animal excrement) [v] 

MAPPING AGIMNPP MAP, to delineate on map (representation of region) [v] 

MARAUDS AADMRSU MARAUD, to rove in search of booty [v] 

MARBLED ABDELMR MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v] 

MARBLES ABELMRS MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v] 

MARCELS ACELMRS MARCEL, to make deep, soft wave in hair [v] 

MARCHED ACDEHMR MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

MARCHES ACEHMRS MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

MARGENT AEGMNRT to margin (to provide with margin (border)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MARGINS AGIMNRS MARGIN, to provide with margin (border) [v] 

MARKETS AEKMRST MARKET, to offer for sale [v] 

MARKING AGIKMNR MARK, to make visible impression on [v] 

MARLING AGILMNR MARL, to fertilize with marl (earthy deposit containing lime, clay, and sand) [v] 

MAROONS AMNOORS MAROON, to abandon in isolated place [v] 

MARRIED ADEIMRR MARRY, to enter into marriage [v] 
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MARRIES AEIMRRS MARRY, to enter into marriage [v] 

MARRING AGIMNRR MAR, to detract from perfection or wholeness of [v] 

MARROWS AMORRSW MARROW, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

MARSHAL AAHLMRS to put in proper order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MARTING AGIMNRT MART, to market (to offer for sale) [v] 

MARTYRS AMRRSTY MARTYR, to put to death for adhering to belief [v] 

MARVELS AELMRSV MARVEL, to be filled with wonder or astonishment [v] 

MASCARA AAACMRS to color eyelashes or eyebrows with cosmetic [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MASHING AGHIMNS MASH, to reduce to pulpy mass [v] 

MASKING AGIKMNS MASK, to cover with mask (covering used to disguise face) [v] 

MASONED ADEMNOS MASON, to build with stone or brick [v] 

MASSAGE AAEGMSS to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MASSING AGIMNSS MASS, to assemble in mass (body of coherent matter) [v] 

MASTERS AEMRSST MASTER, to become skilled in [v] 

MASTING AGIMNST MAST, to provide with mast (long pole on ship that supports sails and rigging) [v] 

MATCHED ACDEHMT MATCH, to set in competition or opposition [v] 

MATCHES ACEHMST MATCH, to set in competition or opposition [v] 

MATTERS AEMRSTT MATTER, to be of importance [v] 

MATTING AGIMNTT MAT, to pack down into dense mass [v] / MATT, to matte [v] / MATTE, to produce dull finish on [v] 

MATURED ADEMRTU MATURE, to make or become mature [v] 

MATURES AEMRSTU MATURE, to make or become mature [v] 

MAULING AGILMNU MAUL, to injure by beating [v] 

MAUNDER ADEMNRU to talk incoherently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MEANDER ADEEMNR to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MEANING AEGIMNN MEAN, to intend (to have as specific aim or purpose) [v] 

MEASURE AEEMRSU to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

MEDALED ADDEELM MEDAL, to honor with medal (commemorative piece of metal) [v] 

MEDDLED DDDEELM MEDDLE, to interest oneself in what is not one's concern [v] 

MEDDLES DDEELMS MEDDLE, to interest oneself in what is not one's concern [v] 

MEDEVAC ACDEEMV to evacuate wounded from battlefield by helicopter [v -ED, -KED, -ING, -KING, -S] 

MEDIATE ADEEIMT to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MEDIVAC ACDEIMV medevac (to evacuate wounded from battlefield by helicopter) [v -ED, -KED, -ING, -KING, -S] 

MEETING EEGIMNT MEET, to come into company or presence of [v] 

MELDING DEGILMN MELD, to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v] 

MELLING EGILLMN MELL, to mix (to put together into one mass) [v] 

MELLOWS ELLMOSW MELLOW, to make or become mellow [v] 

MELTING EGILMNT MELT, to change from solid to liquid state by heat [v] 

MENACED ACDEEMN MENACE, to threaten (to be source of danger to) [v] 

MENACES ACEEMNS MENACE, to threaten (to be source of danger to) [v] 

MENDING DEGIMNN MEND, to repair (to restore to good condition) [v] 

MENSING EGIMNNS MENSE, to do honor to [v] 

MENTION EIMNNOT to refer to in casual manner [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MENTORS EMNORST MENTOR, to serve as friend and teacher to [v] 

MEOUING EGIMNOU MEOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MEOWING EGIMNOW MEOW, to make crying sound of cat [v] 

MERGING EGGIMNR MERGE, to combine (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [v] 
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MERITED DEEIMRT MERIT, to earn (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [v] 

MESEEMS EEEMMSS it seems to me -- MESEEMS is impersonal verb and is used only in 3d person sing. [v -MESEEMED, -MESEEMETH] 

MESHING EGHIMNS MESH, to entangle (to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion)) [v] 

MESSAGE AEEGMSS to send as message (oral, written, or signaled communication) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MESSING EGIMNSS MESS, to make dirty or untidy [v] 

METALED ADEELMT METAL, to cover with metal (any of various ductile, fusible, and lustrous substances) [v] 

METERED DEEEMRT METER, to measure by mechanical means [v] 

METRIFY EFIMRTY to compose in metrical form [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

METRING EGIMNRT METRE, to meter (to measure by mechanical means) [v] 

MEWLING EGILMNW MEWL, to whimper (to cry with plaintive, broken sounds) [v] 

MIAOUED ADEIMOU MIAOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIAOWED ADEIMOW MIAOW, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIAULED ADEILMU MIAUL, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MICHING CGHIIMN MICHE, to skulk (to move about stealthily) [v] 

MICRIFY CFIIMRY to make small [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MIDDLED DDDEILM MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v] 

MIDDLES DDEILMS MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v] 

MIDWIFE DEFIIMW to assist woman in childbirth [v -D, -FING, -S, -IVED, -IVING, -IVES] 

MIFFING FFGIIMN MIFF, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

MIGRATE AEGIMRT to move from one region to another [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MILDENS DEILMNS MILDEN, to make or become mild [v] 

MILDEWS DEILMSW MILDEW, to affect with mildew (whitish growth produced by fungi) [v] 

MILDING DGIILMN MILD, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

MILKING GIIKLMN MILK, to draw milk (whitish, nutritious liquid) from udder of [v] 

MILLING GIILLMN MILL, to grind by mechanical means [v] 

MILTING GIILMNT MILT, to impregnate with milt (fish sperm) [v] 

MIMEOED DEEIMMO MIMEO, to make copies of by use of mimeograph [v] 

MINCING CGIIMNN MINCE, to cut into very small pieces [v] 

MINDING DGIIMNN MIND, to heed (to pay attention to) [v] 

MINGLED DEGILMN MINGLE, to mix together [v] 

MINGLES EGILMNS MINGLE, to mix together [v] 

MINORED DEIMNOR MINOR, to pursue specific subordinate course of study [v] 

MINTING GIIMNNT MINT, to produce by stamping metal, as coins [v] 

MINUETS EIMNSTU MINUET, to dance minuet (slow, stately dance) [v] 

MINUTED DEIMNTU MINUTE, to make brief note of [v] 

MINUTES EIMNSTU MINUTE, to make brief note of [v] 

MIRRORS IMORRRS MIRROR, to reflect image of [v] 

MISACTS ACIMSST MISACT, to act badly [v] 

MISADDS ADDIMSS MISADD, to add (to combine or join so as to bring about increase) incorrectly [v] 

MISAIMS AIIMMSS MISAIM, to aim badly [v] 

MISALLY AILLMSY to ally badly [v -LLIED, -ING, -LLIES] 

MISAVER AEIMRSV to speak erroneously [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

MISBIAS ABIIMSS to bias wrongly [v -SSED, -SED, -SSING, -SING, -S] 

MISBILL BIILLMS to bill wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISBIND BDIIMNS to bind imperfectly [v -BOUND, -ING, -S] 

MISCALL ACILLMS to call by wrong name [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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MISCAST ACIMSST to cast in unsuitable role [v MISCAST, -ING, -S] 

MISCITE CEIIMST to misquote (to quote (to repeat words of) incorrectly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MISCODE CDEIMOS to code wrongly [v -D, -DING, -S] 

MISCOIN CIIMNOS to coin improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISCOOK CIKMOOS to cook badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISCOPY CIMOPSY to copy (to imitate (to behave in same way as)) incorrectly [v -PIED, -ING, -PIES] 

MISCUED CDEIMSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MISCUES CEIMSSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MISCUTS CIMSSTU MISCUT, to cut (to divide into parts with sharp-edged instrument) incorrectly [v] 

MISDATE ADEIMST to date (to determine or record date of) incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MISDEAL ADEILMS to deal cards incorrectly [v -T, -ING, -S] 

MISDEEM DEEIMMS to judge unfavorably [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISDIAL ADIILMS to dial wrongly [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

MISDOES DEIMOSS MISDO, to do wrongly [v] 

MISDONE DEIMNOS MISDO, to do wrongly [v] 

MISDRAW ADIMRSW to draw (to move by pulling) incorrectly [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

MISDREW DEIMRSW MISDRAW, to draw (to move by pulling) incorrectly [v] 

MISEATS AEIMSST MISEAT, to eat improperly [v] 

MISEDIT DEIIMST to edit (to correct and prepare for publication) incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISFEED DEEFIMS to feed wrongly [v -FED, -ING, -S] 

MISFILE EFIILMS to file in wrong place [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISFIRE EFIIMRS to fail to fire [v -D, -RING, -S] 

MISFITS FIIMSST MISFIT, to fit badly [v] 

MISFOLD DFILMOS to fold wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISFORM FIMMORS to misshape (to shape badly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISGAGE AEGGIMS to misgauge (to gauge wrongly or inaccurately) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MISGAVE AEGIMSV MISGIVE, to make doubtful or fearful [v] 

MISGIVE EGIIMSV to make doubtful or fearful [v -GAVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

MISGREW EGIMRSW MISGROW, to grow abnormally [v] 

MISGROW GIMORSW to grow abnormally [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

MISHEAR AEHIMRS to hear (to perceive by ear) incorrectly [v -D, -ING, -S] 

MISHITS HIIMSST MISHIT, to hit poorly [v] 

MISJOIN IIJMNOS to join improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISKEEP EEIKMPS to keep wrongly [v -KEPT, -ING, -S] 

MISKEPT EIKMPST MISKEEP, to keep wrongly [v] 

MISKEYS EIKMSSY MISKEY, to key into machine incorrectly [v] 

MISKICK CIIKKMS to kick badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISKNEW EIKMNSW MISKNOW, to fail to understand or recognize [v] 

MISKNOW IKMNOSW to fail to understand or recognize [v -NEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

MISLAID ADIILMS MISLAY, MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISLAIN AIILMNS MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISLAYS AILMSSY MISLAY, MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISLEAD ADEILMS to lead astray [v -LED, -ING, -S] 

MISLIES EIILMSS MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISLIKE EIIKLMS to dislike (to regard with aversion) [v -D, -KING, -S] 

MISLIVE EIILMSV to live bad life [v -D, -VING, -S] 
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MISMADE ADEIMMS MISMAKE, to make (to cause to exist) incorrectly [v] 

MISMAKE AEIKMMS to make (to cause to exist) incorrectly [v -MADE, -KING, -S] 

MISMARK AIKMMRS to mark wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISMATE AEIMMST to mate unsuitably [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MISMEET EEIMMST to meet under unfortunate circumstances [v -MET, -ING, -S] 

MISMOVE EIMMOSV to move wrongly [v -D, -VING, -S] 

MISNAME AEIMMNS to call by wrong name [v -D, -MING, -S] 

MISPAGE AEGIMPS to page (to summon by calling out name of) incorrectly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MISPART AIMPRST to part badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPENS EIMNPSS MISPEN, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) incorrectly [v] 

MISPLAN AILMNPS to plan badly [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

MISPLAY AILMPSY to make bad play in game [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPLED DEILMPS MISPLEAD, to plead wrongly or falsely [v] 

MISRATE AEIMRST to rate (to estimate value of) incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MISREAD ADEIMRS to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) incorrectly [v MISREAD, -ING, -S] 

MISRELY EILMRSY to rely wrongly [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

MISRULE EILMRSU to rule unwisely or unjustly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MISSAID ADIIMSS MISSAY, to say (to utter (to give audible expression to)) incorrectly [v] 

MISSAYS AIMSSSY MISSAY, to say (to utter (to give audible expression to)) incorrectly [v] 

MISSEAT AEIMSST to seat wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISSEND DEIMNSS to send (to cause to go) incorrectly [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

MISSENT EIMNSST MISSEND, to send (to cause to go) incorrectly [v] 

MISSETS EIMSSST MISSET, to set (to put in particular position) incorrectly [v] 

MISSING GIIMNSS MISS, to fail to make contact with [v] 

MISSION IIMNOSS to send to perform specific task [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISSORT IMORSST to sort badly or improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISSTEP EIMPSST to step wrongly [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

MISSTOP IMOPSST to stop wrongly [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

MISSUIT IIMSSTU to suit badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTAKE AEIKMST to interpret wrongly [v -TOOK, -TEUK, -N, -KING, -S] 

MISTEND DEIMNST to tend to improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTERM EIMMRST to call by wrong name [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTEUK EIKMSTU MISTAKE, to interpret wrongly [v] 

MISTIME EIIMMST to time wrongly [v -D, -MING, -S] 

MISTING GIIMNST MIST, to become blurry [v] 

MISTOOK IKMOOST MISTAKE, to interpret wrongly [v] 

MISTUNE EIMNSTU to tune (to put into proper pitch) incorrectly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

MISTYPE EIMPSTY to type (to write with typewriter) incorrectly [v -D, -PING, -S] 

MISUSED DEIMSSU MISUSE, to use (to put into service) incorrectly [v] 

MISUSES EIMSSSU MISUSE, to use (to put into service) incorrectly [v] 

MISWORD DIMORSW to word wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISWRIT IIMRSTW MISWRITE, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) incorrectly [v] 

MISYOKE EIKMOSY to yoke improperly [v -D, -KING, -S] 

MITERED DEEIMRT MITER, to raise to rank of bishop [v] 

MITRING GIIMNRT MITRE, to miter (to raise to rank of bishop) [v] 

MIZZLED DEILMZZ MIZZLE, to rain in fine droplets [v] 
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MIZZLES EILMSZZ MIZZLE, to rain in fine droplets [v] 

MOANING AGIMNNO MOAN, to utter low, mournful sound [v] 

MOATING AGIMNOT MOAT, to surround with moat (water-filled trench) [v] 

MOBBING BBGIMNO MOB, to crowd about [v] 

MOCKING CGIKMNO MOCK, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

MODELED DDEELMO MODEL, to plan or form after pattern [v] 

MODEMED DDEEMMO MODEM, to transmit by modem (device for converting signals from one form to another) [v] 

MOGGING GGGIMNO MOG, to move away [v] 

MOILING GIILMNO MOIL, to work hard [v] 

MOISTEN EIMNOST to make or become moist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MOLDERS DELMORS MOLDER, to turn to dust by natural decay [v] 

MOLDING DGILMNO MOLD, to work into particular shape [v] 

MOLESTS ELMOSST MOLEST, to disturb or annoy [v] 

MOLLIFY FILLMOY to soothe (to restore to quiet or normal state) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MOLTING GILMNOT MOLT, to cast off outer covering [v] 

MONGERS EGMNORS MONGER, to peddle (to travel about selling wares) [v] 

MONITOR IMNOORT to keep track of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MONKEYS EKMNOSY MONKEY, to mimic (to imitate closely) [v] 

MONOLOG GLMNOOO to deliver monolog (lengthy speech by one person) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

MONTAGE AEGMNOT to combine into composite picture [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MOOCHED CDEHMOO MOOCH, to obtain without paying [v] 

MOOCHES CEHMOOS MOOCH, to obtain without paying [v] 

MOONING GIMNNOO MOON, to spend time idly [v] 

MOORING GIMNOOR MOOR, to secure vessel by means of cables [v] 

MOOTING GIMNOOT MOOT, to bring up for discussion [v] 

MOPPING GIMNOPP MOP, to wipe with mop (implement for cleaning floors) [v] 

MORDANT ADMNORT to treat with caustic substance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MORPHED DEHMOPR MORPH, to be transformed [v] 

MORSELS ELMORSS MORSEL, to divide into small pieces [v] 

MORTARS AMORRST MORTAR, to secure with mortar (type of cement) [v] 

MORTICE CEIMORT to mortise (to join or fasten securely) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MORTIFY FIMORTY to humiliate [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MORTISE EIMORST to join or fasten securely [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MOSAICS ACIMOSS MOSAIC, to form into mosaic (type of inlaid surface decoration) [v] 

MOSEYED DEEMOSY MOSEY, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

MOSHING GHIMNOS MOSH, to engage in frenzied dancing with others at rock concert [v] 

MOSSING GIMNOSS MOSS, to cover with moss (growth of small, leafy-stemmed plants) [v] 

MOTHERS EHMORST MOTHER, to give birth to [v] 

MOTIONS IMNOOST MOTION, to signal by bodily movement [v] 

MOTIVED DEIMOTV MOTIVE, to motivate (to provide with incentive) [v] 

MOTIVES EIMOSTV MOTIVE, to motivate (to provide with incentive) [v] 

MOTORED DEMOORT MOTOR, to travel by automobile [v] 

MOTTLED DELMOTT MOTTLE, to mark with spots or streaks of different colors [v] 

MOTTLES ELMOSTT MOTTLE, to mark with spots or streaks of different colors [v] 

MOUCHED CDEHMOU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

MOUCHES CEHMOSU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 
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MOULDED DDELMOU MOULD, to mold (to work into particular shape) [v] 

MOULDER DELMORU to molder (to turn to dust by natural decay) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MOULTED DELMOTU MOULT, to molt (to cast off outer covering) [v] 

MOUNDED DDEMNOU MOUND, to pile (to lay one upon other) [v] 

MOUNTED DEMNOTU MOUNT, to get up on [v] 

MOURNED DEMNORU MOURN, to feel or express grief or sorrow [v] 

MOUSING GIMNOSU MOUSE, to catch mice [v] 

MOUSSED DEMOSSU MOUSSE, to style with mousse (foamy preparation used in styling hair) [v] 

MOUSSES EMOSSSU MOUSSE, to style with mousse (foamy preparation used in styling hair) [v] 

MOUTHED DEHMOTU MOUTH, to put into mouth [v] 

MUCKING CGIKMNU MUCK, to fertilize with manure [v] 

MUDCAPS ACDMPSU MUDCAP, to cover explosive with mud before detonating [v] 

MUDDIED DDDEIMU MUDDY, to make or become muddy [v] 

MUDDIES DDEIMSU MUDDY, to make or become muddy [v] 

MUDDING DDGIMNU MUD, to cover with mud (soft, wet earth) [v] 

MUDDLED DDDELMU MUDDLE, to mix in disordered manner [v] 

MUDDLES DDELMSU MUDDLE, to mix in disordered manner [v] 

MUFFING FFGIMNU MUFF, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

MUFFLED DEFFLMU MUFFLE, to wrap with something to deaden sound [v] 

MUFFLES EFFLMSU MUFFLE, to wrap with something to deaden sound [v] 

MUGGING GGGIMNU MUG, to assault with intent to rob [v] / MUGG, to make funny faces [v] 

MULCHED CDEHLMU MULCH, to provide with protective covering for soil [v] 

MULCHES CEHLMSU MULCH, to provide with protective covering for soil [v] 

MULCTED CDELMTU MULCT, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

MULLING GILLMNU MULL, to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v] 

MULLION ILLMNOU to provide with vertical dividing strips [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MUMBLED BDELMMU MUMBLE, to speak unclearly [v] 

MUMBLES BELMMSU MUMBLE, to speak unclearly [v] 

MUMMERS EMMMRSU MUMMER, to participate in mumming (miming) [v] 

MUMMIED DEIMMMU MUMMY, to mummify (to preserve by embalming) [v] 

MUMMIES EIMMMSU MUMMY, to mummify (to preserve by embalming) [v] 

MUMMIFY FIMMMUY to preserve by embalming [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MUMMING GIMMMNU MUM, to act in disguise [v] / MUMM [v] 

MUMPING GIMMNPU MUMP, to beg (to plead (to ask for earnestly)) [v] 

MUNCHED CDEHMNU MUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

MUNCHES CEHMNSU MUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

MURDERS DEMRRSU MURDER, to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice [v] 

MURMURS MMRRSUU MURMUR, to speak unclearly [v] 

MURTHER EHMRRTU to murder (to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MUSCLED CDELMSU MUSCLE, to proceed by force [v] 

MUSCLES CELMSSU MUSCLE, to proceed by force [v] 

MUSHING GHIMNSU MUSH, to travel over snow with dog sled [v] 

MUSICKS CIKMSSU MUSICK, to compose music for [v] 

MUSSING GIMNSSU MUSS, to mess (to make dirty or untidy) [v] 

MUSTERS EMRSSTU MUSTER, to summon or assemble [v] 

MUSTING GIMNSTU MUST, to become musty [v] 
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MUTATED ADEMTTU MUTATE, to change or cause to change in form [v] 

MUTATES AEMSTTU MUTATE, to change or cause to change in form [v] 

MUTINED DEIMNTU MUTINE, to mutiny (to revolt against constituted authority) [v] 

MUTINES EIMNSTU MUTINE, to mutiny (to revolt against constituted authority) [v] 

MUTTERS EMRSTTU MUTTER, to speak unclearly [v] 

MUZZLED DELMUZZ MUZZLE, to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating [v] 

MUZZLES ELMSUZZ MUZZLE, to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating [v] 

MYSTIFY FIMSTYY to perplex (to make mentally uncertain) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

 


